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COLLECTION SUMMARY 
Creator: Alexander, Lawrence R. 
Call Number: Ms. Coll. 56 
Extent: 42 boxes (42 linear feet) 
Preferred Citation Style: Folder Title, Box Number #. Lawrence R. Alexander Papers. State 
Library of Massachusetts Special Collections. 
About This Finding Aid: Description based on DACS.  
Provenance: Received from Representative Lawrence R. Alexander, January 1991. 
Processed by: Finding aid prepared by Claire Goodwin, September, 1993; updated by Abigail 
Cramer, May, 2012. 
Abstract: This collection documents the activities of Alexander as a Representative from the 8
th
 
Essex District to the Massachusetts House of Representatives from 1979 to 1991. 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
The materials in this collection, which relate to Representative Alexander's legislative and 
committee work, cover an important period in Massachusetts economic history: the 1980s. As 
House Chairman of the Committee on Energy, Alexander addressed issues relating to the 
exploration, exploitation, and development of energy sources as well as environmental and public 
health issues in his district (a result of his district’s close proximity to the Seabrook, New 
Hampshire, Nuclear Power Plant). The collection contains correspondence, notes, memoranda, 
lists, minutes, agendas, reports, time sheets, budgets, cherry sheets, bills, statistics, regulations, 
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pamphlets, articles, brochures, booklets, newsletters, bulletins, speeches, constituent post card 
responses and log sheets, press releases, news clippings, and invitations. The collection does 
not include files specifically identified as constituent files.  
 
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 
Representative Alexander was born in Gardner, Massachusetts on June 10, 1950. He received 
his A.B. in 1972 from Yale University and his J.D. in 1975 from Boston University School of Law. 
Alexander was elected to the Massachusetts House of Representatives in 1979 and served as 
Democratic Representative of the 8th Essex District (Marblehead, Swampscott, and Lynn: Ward 
3, Precinct 4) until January, 1991. He was House Chairman of the Committee on Energy from 
1985. A resident of Marblehead, Alexander also held other local political offices: Marblehead 
Planning Board (Chair, 1977-1978); Swampscott Town Meeting (Member, 1972-1975); and 
Swampscott Open Space Land Use Committee (Secretary, 1973-1974).  
 
The Massachusetts Political Almanac (1989) identifies Representative Alexander's priorities as 
energy matters and environment, tax relief, and consumer legislation.  In 1983, he proposed an 
anti-nepotism law; in 1987, he filed a bill requiring fast-food chains to reveal contents of food; in 
1988, as House Chairman of the Committee on Energy, he asked the Boston Edison Co. to report 
on the use of insulation at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant; and in 1989, Alexander proposed the 
tightening of state regulations on plastic six-pack rings because they posed a danger to coastal 
marine life and contributed to land-fill problems. 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
Arrangement 
The papers are arranged in five series as follows: 
Series I. Legislature, 1979-1990 
Series II. Committee on Energy, undated 
Series III. Pre-1985 Energy Subject Files, 1979-1986 
Series IV. General Subject Files, 1979-1990 
Series V. Chairman's Committee on Energy, 1982-2000 
 
Conditions Governing Access 
This collection is open for research during the Special Collections Department’s regular hours. 
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Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use 
Copyright restrictions may apply. Requests for permission to publish material from this collection 
should be discussed with Special Collections staff. 
 
Languages and Scripts 
The materials are entirely in English. 
 
Immediate Source of Acquisition 
Received from Representative Lawrence R. Alexander, January 1991. 
 
Series Description and Container List 
 
Series I. Legislature, 1979-1990 
Scope and Content 
This series is comprised of House and Senate bills which Alexander either sponsored or co-
sponsored. They are identified by bill number (i.e., H.7658 for a House bill or S.4325 for a Senate 
bill). This series also includes correspondence and a wide variety of research materials relating to 
the bills' submission and/or resubmission. 
Arrangement 
This series is arranged chronologically by year; within each year, the House Bills are filed 
numerically followed by the Senate Bills filed numerically. Bills for which the date could not be 
determined are filed at the end of this series. (Note: Bills that did not pass do not carry the same 
number from one session to the next.) 
 
Box # Folder # Bill # Title Date 
1 1 H.1554  Battered Women Hot Line  1979 
1 2 H.1747  Public Financing of Campaigns  1979 
1 3 H.2014  D.C. Amendment  1979 
1 4 H.2303  Handicapped Parking  1979 
1 5 H.2721  School Budgets  1979 
1 6 H.2763  Ray Katzen Insurance Bill  1979 
1 7 H.2801  Visitation Rights  1979 
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1 8 H.3214  Dr. Lipton Security Deposits  1979 
1 9 H.3215  Thomas Driscoll  1979 
1 10 H.3281  Florence Berke  1979 
1 11 H.3718 Stan Sokol Public Records  1979 
1 12 H.4122  Evaluation Panels  1979 
1 13 H.4129  Retention of Campaign Funds  1979 
1 14 H.4144  Barbara Isaacson  1979 
1 15 H.4630  Binding Arbitration  1979 
1 16 H.4659  Property Tax Relief  1979?  
1 17 H.4787  Cities Assess Income Taxes  1979 
1 18 H.4825  Collective Bargaining  1979 
1 19 H.4892  Zero-Base Budgeting  1979?  
1 20 H.4949  Self-Insurers  1979 
1 21 H.4995  Residency Requirements  1979 
1 22 H.5239  Ceiling on State Budget  1979 
1 23 H.5440  Smoking in Public Places  1979 
1 24 H.5460  Political Contributions  1979 
1 25 H.5879  Biodegradable Plastic Containers  1979 
1 26 H.6517  Marblehead, Local Approval Bill  1979 
1 27 H.6532  Merger/Marblehead Sewer & Water Coroms.  1979 
1 28 H.1391  MBTA Advisory Board Budget  1980 
1 29 H.1395  MBTA Advisory Board Removal Powers  1980 
1 30 H.1466  Elderly Companionship  1980 
1 31 H.1995  Fiscal Autonomy  1980 
1 32 H.2094  Non-Binding Arbitration  1980 
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1 33 H.2119  Reporting of Campaign Contributions  1980 
1 34 H.2127  Direct State Property Tax Relief  1980 
1 35 H.2164  Zero-Based Budget  1980 
1 36 H.2352  Conservation of Swampscott Apts.  1980 
1 37 H.3921  Conservation Mobilization Board  1980 
1 38 H.3925  Municipal Light Plants  1980 
1 39 H.5383  Help Victims of Violent Crime  1980 
1 40 H.5850  Patient Approval for Medical Payments  1980 
1 41 H.1246  Abolition of County Govt.  1981 
1 42 H.1396  Volunteer Experience  1981 
1 43 H.1473  Flexible Hours of Employment  1981 
1 44 H.1822  Deinstitutionalization of Dept. of Mental Health  1981 
1 45 H.2097  County Advisory Boards  1981 
1 46 H.2571  Comprehensive Conservation Bill of  1981 
1 47 H.2809  Tax Credits for Energy Conservation by 
Homeowners  
1981 
1 48 H.2936  Mass. Municipal Assoc. Limit on Fees  1981 
1 49 H.3055  Alternatives to Nursing Homes  1981 
1 50 H.3302  Clarify Tax. of Real Property by Usage  1981 
1 51 H.3036 Low Cost Hydroelectric Power  1981 
1 52 H.3550 Campus Police Daily Log  1981 
1 53 H.3573 Phone Calls, No Money  1981 
1 54 H.3602 Mental Health Insurance  1981 
1 55 H.3661 Gasohol  1981 
1 56 H.3684 MDC Hydro  1981 
1 57 H.4193 Guarantee Heating Oil to Independent Distributors  1981 
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1 58 H.4300 Improve META Management  1981 
1 59 H.4543 Non-Binding Questions on Ballot  1981 
1 60 H.4830 Window ID for New Motor Vehicle  1981 
1 61 H.4875 Mutual Aid to Municipalities  1981 
1 62 H.4979 Prohibiting State Agencies from  1981 
1 63 H.5038 Membership of Public Health Council  1981 
1 64-65 H.5180 Bottle Bill 1981 
1 66 H.5337 Agent Orange  1981 
1 67 H.5625 Tort Action Time  1981 
1 68 H.5764 Court Fees  1981 
1 69 H.5946 Press/Newspapers & Media  1981 
1 70 H.6007 Visitation Rights  1981 
1 71 H.7061 Augie Wolfgram  1981 
1 72 H.7267 Swampscott Dog License Registration  1981 
1 73 H.7428 Marblehead Parking Clerk  1981 
1 74 H.7428 Legislative Approval of Fees  1981 
1 75 S.279 State Aid for North Shore Vocational School 1981 
1 76 S.338 Representation on Boards of Trustees of Higher 
Education 
1981 
1 77 S.433 Clean Conversion of Fired Plants & Coal 1981 
1 78 S.556 Fuel Adjustment 1981 
1 79 H.649 Lifeline 1982 
1 80 H.1084 Construction Accountability 1982 
1 81 H.1235 Tighten Conflict of Interest Laws 1982 
1 82 H.1268 MBTA, Public Meeting Prior to Service Cuts 1982 
1 83 H.1742 Encourage Economic Development in Energy 1982 
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1 84 H.1913 Capital Facility Definition 1982 
1 85 H.1992 Powers & Duties of State Officials 1982 
1 86 H.2004 Financing for Conservation 1982 
1 87 H.3003 Marblehead Collector of Taxes Appointment 1982 
1 88 H.3003/
3004 
Marblehead Treasurer/Collector 1982 
1 89-90 H.3004 Marblehead Treasurer Appointment 1982 
1 91 H.3164 Essex County Jury System 1982 
1 92 H.3303 Secretary of State, Public Financing of Campaigns 1982 
1 93 H.3307 Signature Collection at Shopping Centers 1982 
1 94 H.3402 Increased Property Tax Exemption 1982 
1 95 H.3407 Elderly Tax Abatement Eligibility 1982 
1 96 H.3602 Mental Health Benefits & Health Insurance 1982 
1 97 H.3784 Commercial Bribery 1982 
1 98 H.3927 Extend Non-Paper Deadline 1982 
1 99 H.4454 Presumptive Sentencing 1982 
1 100 H.5163 Gallo, Date Canned Goods 1982 
1 101 H.5201 Elect One DPU Commissioner 1982 
1 102 H.5366 Tighten Drunk Driving Laws 1982 
1 103 H.5375 Anti-Counterfeit Drugs 1982 
1 104 H.5457 Docktor, Regulate Pet Groomers 1982 
1 105 H.5470 Lemon Dishwashing Products (MacDuff) 1982 
1 106 H.5694 Change Statewide Jury System 1982 
1 107 S.187 Selectman on County Advisory Board 1982 
1 108 S.338 Senior Citizens Energy Conservation 1982 
1 109 S.420 Prohibit Construction Work in Progress by Gas or 1982 
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Electric in Rate Setting Procedure 
1 110 S.507 DES (Diethylstilbestrol] 1982 
1 111 S.631 Permanent Fuel Assistance 1982 
1 112 S.650 Home Heating Assistance Fund 1982 
1 113 S.862 Massachusetts Clean Air Act 1982 
1 114 H.1936 Anti-Religious Harassment 1983 
1 115 H.1961 Shorten Divorce Time 1983 
1 116 H.2012 State Day Care 1983 
1 117 H.2073/
2143 
Condo Conversion 1983 
1 118 H.2773 State Sanitary Code, Kent Murphy 1983? 
2 119 H.3159 Conservation Financing 1983 
2 120 H.3670 Posting Info. about Hazardous Waste 1983 
2 121 H.4009 EFSC/DPU Regulatory Reform 1983 
2 122 H.4109 Swampscott Prop. 2-1/2, Election Date 1983 
2 123 H.4184 Limited Lottery Advertising 1983 
2 124 H.4185 Lottery Odds 1983 
2 125 H.4234 Joint Insurance, Towns 1983 
2 126 H.4266 Exempt Towns from Auto Inspection Fees 1983 
2 127 H.4267 Require Written Driver's License Tests 1983 
2 128 H.4278 No Pensions for Corrupt Officials 1983 
2 129 H.4290 Give Officials Copies of Conflict of Interest Laws 1983 
2 130 H.4295 Sales Tax Re: Gas Guzzlers 1983 
2 131 H.4302 Swampscott, Tax Hike 1983 
2 132 H.4303 Swampscott, Est. Taxes 1983 
2 133 H.4311 Local Aid Payment Schedule 1983 
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2 134 H.5300 Expand Voting Hours 1983 
2 135 H.5338 Swampscott Withdrawal from MDC 1983 
2 136 H.5389 Pier/Harbors Bill 1983 
2 137 H.5481 Auto Theft (Madfis) 1983 
2 138 H.5500 Ban Alcohol Advertising 1983 
2 139 H.5571 Marblehead, Mary Alley Hospital 1983 
2 140 H.5579 Dark Glass in Cars (Bick Ford) 1983 
2 141 H.5624 List Past Tax Bills 1983 
2 142 H.5662 Anti-Lemon Law 1983 
2 143 H.5679 Transport of Hazardous Waste 1983 
2 144 H.5741 Marblehead, Dog Fines 1983 
2 145 H.5863 Marblehead, Condo Bill 1983 
2 146 H.6046 Media/Press ByLines Bill 1983 
2 147 H.6589 Swampscott, Civil Service 1983 
2 148 H.6881 Swampscott, Dog Licensing 1983 
2 149 S.521 Auto Repair 1983 
2 150 S.1330 Nuclear Evacuation 1983 
2 151 S.1474 State Owned Land 1983 
2 152 S.1687 Individual Day Care Deductions 1983 
2 153 S.1692 Passive Solar Energy Systems 1983 
2 154 S.1747 Tax Expenditure Report 1983 
2 155 S.1852 Child Abuse Records 1983 
2 156 H.2019 Writing Legislation 1984 
2 157 H.2414 Rules Reform 1984 
2 158 H.2639 Increased Local Aid 1984 
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2 159 H.2641 Exempt Court Judgments 1984 
2 160 H.2656 MBTA, Toll Free Number 1984 
2 161 H.3408 Plant Closing 1984 
2 162 H.3931 Cigarette Stamps (Cohen) 1984 
2 163 H.4798 Teacher Layoffs, Veterans 1984 
2 164 H.4814 Abatements/Residency 1984 
2 165 H.5392 Retain Campaign Reports 1984 
2 166 H.5962 Town Accountant/School Custodians [Swampscott] 1984 
2 167 S.1065 Videotaping of Child Witnesses 1984 
2 168 S.1671 Corporate Day Care Depreciation 1984 
2 169 S.1768 Cigarette Stamps (Olver) 1984 
2 170 H.566 Residential Placements in Special Education 1985 
2 171 H.951 Student on Board of Regents 1985 
2 172-173 H.965 Ward Commission, Public Financing of Campaigns 1985 
2 174 H.2652 Sunset Law 1985 
2 175 H.2693 Cigarette Ads at Movies 1985 
2 176 H.2713 Define PACs 1985 
2 177 H.2720 Marblehead Phone Service 1985 
2 178 H.2802 Victim's Compensation Fund 1985 
2 179 H.2803 Victim's Compensation Fund 1985 
2 180 H.2840 Pension Rights (Pension Correction Bill) 1985 
2 181 H.3011 Seat Belts, Under 10 1985[?] 
2 182 H.3146 Prohibit Smoking/Nursing Homes 1985 
2 183 H.3211 Summer state Employees 1985 
2 184 H.3348 Nuclear War Education 1985 
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2 185 H.3356 Gun Training 1985 
2 186 H.5816 Swampscott Bill, Employee Health Insurance 1985 
2 187 H.5896 Essex County, Authorizing E.C. Treasurer to Pay 
Certain Unpaid Bills 
1985 
2 188 H.5933 Act Providing for a Capital Outlay Program 1985 
2 189 S.1187 Cap Sulfur Dioxide Emissions 1985 
2 190 S.1577 No Cigarettes for Sale in Hospitals 1985 
2 191 S.1631 Non-Smokers Insurance (GASP) 1985 
2 192 S.1805 SESD Bill 1985 
2 193 S.1843 Fire Safety, Cigarettes & Little Cigars 1985 
2 194 S.2020 Elder Care Exemptions 1985 
2 195 S.2139 Environmental Penalties Bill 1985 
2 196 S.2320 Waste Oil Retention Facilities 1985 
2 197 H.512 Appliance Efficiency Bill 1986 
2 198 H.1584 Local Purchasing 1986 
2 199 H.1633 County Home Rule 1986 
2 200 H.1877 Cherry Sheet Schedule 1986 
2 201 H.1922 Prohibit Sale of Snub-Nosed Handguns 1986 
2 202 H.2262 State Assistance, Local Dredging Projects 1986 
2 203 H.2333 Personal Income Tax Exemptions 1986 
2 204 H.2337 Property Tax Revaluation 1986 
2 205 H.2510 Condo Utilities (Glickstein) 1986 
2 206-207 H.3010 Seatbelts 1986 
2 208 H.3502 Swampscott Reimbursement 1986 
2 209 H.3536 Regulate Cable TV Rates 1986 
3 210 H.3537  Citizen's Utility Board (Cub)  1986 
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3 211-212 H.3568  Insurance Solvency Fund  198 
3 213 H.3572  Essex County Court Interpreter Bill  1986 
3 214 H.3624  Fishermen's Income Tax  1986 
3 215 H.3631  Reduce Tax Burden In Massachusetts  1986 
3 216 H.4002  Hazardous Waste Clean Up Bill  1986 
3 217 H.4062  Establishes Asbestos Control Board  1986 
3 218 H.4997  Simplified and Uniform Voter Registration  1986 
3 219 H.5102  Housing/Housing Services for D.D. Folks  1986 
3 220 H.5362  Resolution Prohibiting Sexual Discrimination  1986 
3 221 H.6170  Marblehead Police Relief Assoc.  1986 
3 222 H.6422  Solemnization of A Certain Marriage  1986 
3 223 H.6422  No Pension for Corrupt State Employees  1986 
3 224 S.79  No Free Cigarettes  1986 
3 225 S.161  Incapacity to Consent Bill  1986 
3 226 S.556  Promoting Energy Conservation  1986 
3 227 S.900  Jury, No Smoking  1986 
3 228 S.1132  Clean Up & Emergency Relief/Oil & Hazardous 
Dump Sites  
1986 
3 229 S.1592  Ban Cigarettes at MBTA Stations  1986 
3 230 S.2087  Nomination Paper Rules  1986 
3 231 H.1775  State Funding/Public Libraries  1987 
3 232 H.2152  Improving Monitoring of Radiation  1987 
3 233 H.2153  Regulate DPH's Program for Monitoring Nuclear 
Reactors  
1987 
3 234 H.2160  Long-Range Forecast of Available Energy 
Resources  
1987 
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3 235 H.2215  Lobsters  1987 
3 236 H.2346  Elder Foster Care  1987 
3 237 H.2357  Savings Bank Life Insurance  1987 
3 238 H.2683  Obstruction of Certain Public Ways and Paths  1987 
3 239 H.2852  Massport Notify Legislators  1987 
3 240 H.2860  Medical Care for Women and Minors  1987 
3 241 H.3158  Toxic Art or Craft Materials  1987 
3 242 H.3288  No Smoking in Certain Public Places  1987 
3 243 H.4023  Energy Conservation for Electric-Resistance 
Heated Homes  
1987 
3 244 H.4035  Time Sharing  1987 
3 245 H.4110  Commission on Judicial Conduct  1987 
3 246 H.4526  Beverage Container Redemption Centers  1987 
3 247 H.4910  Regulating Political Committee Contributions  1987 
3 248 H.4921  Resolution Concerning Nuclear Power Plants  1987 
3 249 H.4934  Lead-In-Water  1987 
3 250 H.5019  Offsite Planning for Nuclear Power Plants  1987 
3 251 H.5169  Consumers/Credit Cards  1987 
3 252 H.5188  Airborne Emissions from Nuclear Power Plants  1987 
3 253 H.5200  Parenting Leave Bill  1987 
3 254 H.5343  North Shore Storm Release  1987 
3 255 H.5407  Coastal Assessment & Resource Management 
Grant  
1987 
3 256 H.5886  Pledge Program  1987 
3 257 S.42  Used Car Lemon Law  1987? 
3 258 S.236  Energy Conservation Program, Higher Education 1987 
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Institutions  
3 259 S.330  Local Approval Emergency Response Plans  1987 
3 260 S.333  Local Approval Emergency Response Plans  1987 
3 261 S.334  Relative to Nuclear Power Plants  1987 
3 262 S.521  Energy & Water Conservation in Public Housing  1987 
3 263 S.1544  Increase Penalties for Smoking Aboard MBTA  1987 
3 264 S.1550  Resolution, Tobacco Products, Consumer 
Protection Safety  
1987 
3 265 S.1551  Resolution, Tobacco Products, Hazardous 
Substances Act  
1987 
3 266 S.1552  Resolution, Tobacco Products, List Ingredients  1987 
3 267 S.1554  Resolution, Tobacco Products, Toxic Substances 
Control Act  
1987 
3 268 H.916  Modify Alternative Energy Property Program  1988 
3 269 H.1112  Spousal Impoverishment  1988 
3 270 H.1555  Coastal Assessment Resource Management 
Program  
1988 
3 271 H.1643  Prohibit Certain Bank Charges  1988 
3 272 H.3763  Establish Energy Conservation Programs  1988? 
3 273 H.2256  Medicare, Cancer Examinations  1988 
3 274 H.2462  Prohibit Cigarette Sales in Health Care Facilities  1988 
3 275 H.3333  Study of Parenting Leave  1988 
3 276 H.3678  Test Local Drinking Water (Buell)  1988 
3 277 H.3751  Residential Placements in Special Education  1988 
3 278 H.3767  Retirement of Nuclear Power Plants  1988? 
3 279 H.3773  Evaluate Mgmt. Performance by Utilities  1988 
3 280 H.3774  Electric Cos. Report Maintenance Schedules of 1988 
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Electric Generating Facilities  
3 281 H.3875  Residential Tax Credits (Solar)  1988 
3 282 H.3920  Fast Food Labeling  1988 
3 283 H.4042  Property Deeds (DiGiulio)  1988 
3 284 H.4053  Swampscott NYNEX  1988 
3 285 H.4064  Disposal of Plastic Materials  1988 
3 286 H.4082  Retirement Allowance for Certain Municipal 
Employees (Grayce E. Arthur)  
1988 
3 287 H.4108  Municipal Income Tax not Property Tax (Whipple)  1988 
3 288 H.4440  Encourage Energy Efficiency, Multi-Housing Units  1988 
3 289 H.4452  Child Care Linkage Bill  1988 
3 290 H.4527/
4528  
Photovoltaic Tax Credits  1988 
3 291 H.4792  MMWEC Renewable study  1988 
3 292 H.4793  Alcohol-Based Fuels  1988 
3 293 H.4922  Swampscott Land Bank Bill  1988 
3 294 H.4974  Voter Registration in Registry of Motor Vehicles  1988 
3 295 H.4975  Voter Registration in State Agencies  1988 
3 296 H.5164  Anti-Discrimination Against the Blind (i. e. Health & 
Life Insurance)  
1988 
3 297 H.5200  Fuel Assistance Supplemental Budget  1988 
3 298-300 H.5261  M.U.S.T.  1988 
4 301 H.5305  Sale of gasoline in Massachusetts  1988 
4 302 H.5308  Promote Energy Efficiency/New Construction  1988 
4 303 H.5314  TBT [Tributyltin]  1988 
4 304 H.5373  To Prevent Spousal Impoverishment  1988 
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4 305 H.5465  Strengthen Workforce Literacy  1988 
4 306 H.5545  Comprehensive Health Ed./Public Schools  1988 
4 307 H.5598  Dr. Calder ESO Exemption  1988 
4 308 H.5653  Toxic Use Reduction  1988 
4 309 H.5825  Marblehead Harbors & Waters Board  1988 
4 310 H.5832  Massachusetts Coastal Resources Bill  1988 
4 311 H.5835  Karl Varrel, Retirement  1988 
4 312 H.5848  Selective Purchase Bill  1988 
4 313 S.42  No Free Cigarettes [see H.3919]  1988 
4 314 S.49  No Cigarette Ads on Billboards  1988 
4 315 S.112  Land Bank Legislation  1988 
4 316 S.294  Radioactive Waste Repository  1988 
4 317 S.406  Improve Maternal & Child Health  1988 
4 318 S.418  Medical Assistance, Pregnant Women  1988 
4 319 S.581  Increase Medicaid Revenues to Commonwealth  1988 
4 320 S.619  Lower Insurance Rates for Non-Smokers  1988 
4 321 S.908  Rehab. of Town Halls in Massachusetts  1988 
4 322 S.1176  Recycling of Commercial Retail Goods  1988 
4 323 H.434  Breathalyzer Hearing Legislation  1989 
4 324 H.722  Electronic Fund Transfers  1989 
4 325 H.1000  Water Pollution Control  1989 
4 326 H.1742  Unisex Insurance  1989 
4 327 H.1929  Reduce Use of Toxic Substances  1989 
4 328 H.2224  Energy Efficiency in Certain Construction Projects  1989 
4 329 H.2236  Medical Records  1989 
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4 330 H.2258  Unisex Insurance  1989 
4 331 H.2571  Regulate Sale of Gas  1989 
4 332 H.2572  Food Labeling  1989 
4 333 H.2573  No Free Cigarettes  1989 
4 334 H.2598  C.P.R. in High Schools  1989 
4 335 H.2620  Crushed Cans  1989 
4 336 H.2621  Alternative Fuel Development  1989 
4 337-340 H.2644  Medicare Insurance Policies  1989 
4 341 H.2651  Regulate Beverage Containers  1989 
4 342 H.2691  Employee Suggestion Award Program  1989 
4 343 H.2710  Inspector General  1989 
4 344 H.2730  Income Tax, Foreign Service Appointees  1989 
4 345 H.2855  Pets/Public Housing  1989 
4 346 H.3014  Housing Discrimination  1989 
4 347 H.3236  Energy Efficiency/Multi-Unit Housing  1989 
4 348 H.3472  Seatbelts  1989[?] 
4 349 H.3489  Promote Use of Recycled Products  1989 
4 350 H.3501  Tax Credits/Recycled Materials  1989 
4 351 H.3534  Campaign Finance Law  1989 
4 352 H.3538  Cigarette Labeling  1989 
4 353 H.3554  Prohibit Smoking in Pharmacies  1989 
4 354 H.3667  Prohibit Sale of Individual Cigarettes  1989 
4 355 H.3690  Consumer Credit Bill Amendments  1989 
4 356 H.3692  Regulate Rental Car Contracts 1989 
4 357-358 H.3693  Limit PAC Contributions  1989 
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4 359 H.3973  Arson/Houses of Worship  1989 
4 360 H.4004  Testing Drinking Water  1989 
4 361 H.4015  Motor Vehicle Emissions Standards  1989 
4 362 H.4071  Gay Rights  1989 
4 363 H.4431  Regulate State Contracts with Companies in South 
Africa  
1989 
4 364 H.4613  Land Bank  1989 
4 365 H.4701  Gay Rights Bill  1989 
4 366 H.4980  Municipal Tax Assessments  1989 
5 367 H.5031  Blood Alcohol Level  1989 
5 367a  H.5051  Voter Registration in Registry  1989 
5 368 H.5058  Amendments [Greenhouse Effect]  1989 
5 369 H.5061  Pregnant Women & Alcohol  1989 
5 370 H.5075  Human Service Corps  1989 
5 371 H.5166  Unauthorized Exchange of Mailing Lists (Wilson)  1989 
5 372 H.5238  Teacher/Legislator Exchange Program  1989 
5 373 H.5245  Spouse Liability, Medical Expense  1989 
5 374 H.5314  Prohibit Cigarette Sales in Pharmacies  1989 
5 375 H.5315  Smoking Policies in the Workplace 1989 
5 376 H.5374  Child Care Linkage  1989 
5 377 H.5378  Marblehead Conservation Commission  1989 
5 378 H.5379  Old & Historic District Commission, Marblehead  1989 
5 379 H.5508  County Excise Tax  1989 
5 380 H.5754  Emergency Planning Zone, Nuke Plant  1989 
5 381 H.5759  65mph Bill  1989 
5 382 H.5788  Housing Moratorium  1989 
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5 383 H.5795  Marblehead Police Boat  1989 
5 384 H.5876  Swampscott/Unpaid School Committee Bills  1989 
5 385 H.5914  Materials [Greenhouse Effect]  1989 
5 386 H.5914  Amendments [Greenhouse Effect]  1989 
5 387 H.6161  T.U.R.B.  1989 
5 388 H.6236  Swampscott Pension Bill  1989 
5 389 H.6496  Amendments [Car Tax]  1989 
5 390 H.6496  Letters [Car Tax]  1989 
5 391 S.45  No Free Smoking Products  1989 
5 392 S.67  Car/Marine Batteries  1989 
5 393-394 S.105  Escheatage Bill 1989 
5 395 S.376  Energy Conservation, Public Buildings  1989 
5 396 S.379  Promote Photovoltaic Energy  1989 
5 397 S.715  Non-Smoking Insurance Discount  1989 
5 398 S.1142  Resolve, Investigation of Coast Management 
Regulations  
1989 
5 399 S.1477  Tax Incentives, Recycled Feedstock  1989 
5 400 S.1976  State Employee Deferred Compensation  1989 
5 401 H.387  Marine Vessel Operators  1990 
5 402 H.1307  Adult Literacy Services  1990 
5 403 H.1313  Greenhouse Effect [A] 1990 
5 404-405 H.1313  Greenhouse Effect [B]  1990 
5 406 H.1380  Met. Water Supply  1990 
5 407 H.1674  Public Schools, Health Education  19990 
5 408 H.1707  Day Care Programs  1990? 
5 409 H.1841  Sailmaker Compo Insurance  1990 
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5 410 H.1865  Special Education Residential Placements  1990 
5 411 H.1868  Special Education Placements  1990 
5 412 H.2455  Prohibit Gas & Electric Co. Political Expenditures  1990 
5 413-416 H.2597  Credit Cards  1990 
5 417-418 H.2598  Fast Food Labeling  1990 
5 419 H.2622  Victims Compensation Fund  1990 
5 420 H.2623  Define Drunk Driving  1990 
5 421 H.2632  South African Scholarship  1990 
5 422 H.2639  Campaign Committees Contributions  1990 
6 423 H.2640  Legislative Agents Campaign Contributions  1990 
6 424 H.2642  Bottle Law Reporting Procedures  1990 
6 425 H.2643  Cogeneration/Small Power Energy Production  1990 
6 426 H.2645  Increase Efficiency of Oil-Fired Furnaces  1990 
6 427 H.2647  Home Energy Rating System Program  1990 
6 428 H.2648  Promote Energy Efficient Lighting, Public Buildings  1990 
6 429 H.2649  Energy Efficient Lighting, State House  1990 
6 430 H.2650  Airborne Emissions  1990 
6 431 H.2652  Wine Coolers  1990 
6 432 H.2653  Med. Records, Nuke Workers  1990 
6 432a  H.2654  Municipal Light Dept.  1990 
6 433-434 H.2655  Establishment Municipal Light Dept.  1990 
6 435 H.2656  Least-Cost Planning  1990 
6 436 H.2657  Eval. Manage. Utility Co.  1990 
6 437 H.2658  Bill Stuffers  1990 
6 438 H.2659  Educ. Consumer/Prior Energy Use  1990 
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6 439 H.2660  Decommissioning Costs  1990 
6 440-441 H.2661  Regulate "Las Vegas" Nights  1990 
6 442 H.2669  Thyroid-Blocking Agents  1990 
6 443 H.2672  Smoke Detectors, Public Housing  1990 
6 444 H.2673  Citizen Advisory Board  1990 
6 445 H.2678  Botulinum-A Toxin (H.5598, New Draft)  1990 
6 446 H.2679  Drunk Drive, Higher Insurance  1990 
6 447-448 H.2697  Boatyard Preservation  1990 
6 449 H.2711  State Nuclear Inspector  1990 
6 450 H.2712  Record Keeping of Handgun Crimes  1990 
6 451 H.2713  Gun Licenses  1990 
6 452 H.2714  Public Conveyance Operators  1990 
6 453 H.2718  Statute of Limitation/Disability Claims  1990 
6 454 H.2725  Energy Management Services  1990 
6 455 H.2732  Reduce Tax/Elderly Saving  1990 
6 456 H.2733  Prohibit Elderly Tax Increases  1990 
6 457 H.2973  Energy Efficient Standards, DCA, HFA, HMFA  1990 
6 458 H.2974  Promote Energy Efficiency in New Buildings  1990 
6 459 H.3056  State Pay, Real Estate Tax Exemptions  1990 
6 460 H.3307  Restrict Smoking in Certain Places  1990 
6 461 H.3308  Warning on Tobacco Products  1990 
6 462 H.3407  Public Employee Retirement  1990 
6 463 H.3544  Subsidized Housing  1990 
6 464 H.3650  Mortgage Attorneys' Fees  1990 
6 465 H.3661  Breathalyzer Tests  1990 
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6 466 H.3684  Prohibit Sexual Discrimination  1990 
6 467 H.3686  Commercial Home Inspectors (Purdin)  1990 
6 468 H.3695  Commercial Seafood Testing Program  1990 
6 469 H.3732  Compensation of Mental Health Workers  1990 
6 470 H.3737  Liability Insurance for Boats  1990 
6 471 H.3738  Auto Replacement Parts  1990 
6 472 H.3739  Flat Auto Insurance Rates  1990 
6 473 H.3740  Auto Insurance by Driver  1990 
6 474 H.3759  Disposal Fee  1990 
6 475 H.3760  Seafood Testing Program  1990 
6 476 H.3778  Truck Weigh-Ins  1990 
6 477-480 H.3779  Seatbelts on School Buses  1990 
7 481 H.3780  Regulate Fire Inspection Permits  1990 
7 482 H.3781  Health Workers Parking ID Cards (Martin)  1990 
7 483 H.3789  Retirement Requirements/Certain Teachers  1990 
7 484 H.3802  Carry Over of Legislative Calendar  1990 
7 485 H.4033  Fast Food Disclosure Notice  1990 
7 486 H.4041  Define Drunk Driving  1990 
7 487-488 H.4045  SAT Testing  1990 
7 489 H.4047  Aggregate PAC  1990 
7 490 H.4048  Assistant Voter Registrar at Colleges  1990 
7 491 H.4050  Clarifying and Improving Emergency Response 
Planning  
1990 
7 492 H.4051  Pregnant Women/Alcohol Warning Signs  1990 
7 493 H.4058  Mammography Education Project  1990 
7 494 H.4062  Asbestos Disclosure/Sale of Property  1990 
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7 495 H.4064  Welfare Clients, Hotel/Motel Owners  1990 
7 496 H.4072  Medigap  1990 
7 497 H.4073  Motor Vehicle Repair Shop Registration  1990 
7 498 H.4077  Domestic Violence  1990 
7 499 H.4136  Exempt Secondhand Merchandise from Sales Tax  1990 
7 500 H.4137  1990 Gubernatorial Election  19QO 
7 501 H.4138  Deduct Property Taxes from Income Taxes  1990 
7 502 H.4196  Toxic Art Material  1990 
7 503 H.4456  Environmentally Acceptable Product Packaging  1990 
7 504 H.4618  Proposition 65 [Toxic Products]  1990 
7 505 H.4618  Toxic Products Bill  1990 
7 506 H.4626  Reform Massachusetts Pesticide Act  1990 
7 507 H.4750  Evaluate Power Lines  1990 
7 508 H.4751  Gas and Home Heating Oil Prices  1990 
7 509 H.4870  State Purchase of Fuel-Efficient Motor Vehicles  1990 
7 510 H.5101  Prevention of Domestic Violence  1990 
7 511 H.5132  Psychiatric Testing of Police Offices (Mackey)  1990 
7 512 H.5234  Aseptic Packaging  1990 
7 513 H.5235  Cogeneration Capabilities at Power Facilities  1990 
7 514 H.5236  District Heating and Cooling within Massachusetts  1990 
7 515 H.5237  Global Warming  1990 
7 516 H.5238  Efficiency Standards for New Heating Systems  1990 
7 517 H.5239  Efficiency Standards for Lighting Fixtures  1990 
7 518 H.5240  Energy Conservation Measures/Cities and Towns  1990 
7 519 H.5280  Photovoltaic Center Information to Business  1990 
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7 520 H.5281  Food Labeling  1990 
7 521 H.5306  Energy Advisory Board  1990 
7 522 H.5307  Promote Alternative Energy Resource Use  1990 
7 523 H.5315  Radiation Protection Advisory Council, 
Membership  
1990 
7 524 H.5316  AIDS Bill  1990 
7 525 H.5341  Safety Information by Nuclear Power Plant 
Employees  
1990 
7 526 H.5342  Regulate Storage/Sale of Firearms  1990 
7 527 H.5343  Revocation of Registration or License  1990 
7 528 H.5353  Rainforests  1990 
7 529 H.5371  NEPOOL, Environmental Costs/Power Sources  1990 
7 530 H.5372  Development of Cogeneration at Public Facilities  1990 
7 531 H.5374  Retail Sales  1990 
7 532 H.5420  Marblehead, Fees for Water/Sewer System 
Development  
1990 
7 533 H.5421  Marblehead, Unpaid Xerox Bill  1990 
7 534 H.5422  Marblehead, Unpaid Bill, Asbestos Removal from 
Schools  
1990 
7 535 H.5423  Marblehead, Water System Backflow Prevention 
Program  
1990 
7 536 H.5520  SESD  1990 
7 537 H.5953  Swampscott, Civil Service Law  1990 
7 538 H.6012  Legislative Children's Caucus  1990 
7 539 H.6012  Marblehead Bills: Establish Marblehead DPW, and 
Expand Recreation and Park Commission  
1990 
8 540 S.204  Money Laundering  1990 
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8 541 S.331  Conservation Incentive Program, State Agencies  1990 
8 542 S.333  Energy Supply Disruptions  1990 
8 543 S.336  License Solar Contractors  1990 
8 544 S.337  Emergency Response Planning  1990 
8 545 S.338  Energy Efficiency Design, New Buildings  1990 
8 546 S.341  Cogeneration and Small Power Production 
Facilities  
1990 
8 547 S.480  DMH Hospitals Licensed by DPH  1990 
8 548 S.536  Conservation, Public Housing  1990 
8 549 S.660  Consumer Choice, Auto Insurance  1990 
8 550 S.727  Child Victims of Sexual Assault  1990 
8 551 S.1480  Rico Statue  1990 
8 552 S.1703  Children's Hearsay Bill  1990 
8 553 H.2041  Time Share Properties undated 
8 554 H.2516  Protect Abused Persons undated 
8 555 H.2540  Protect Endangered Species undated 
8 556 H.2599  Regulate Billboards undated 
8 557 H.2623  Intrastate Transports of Natural Gas undated 
8 558 H.3297  Civil Enforcement, Campaign Finance Laws undated 
8 559 H.3278  Cigarette Ads on Taxicabs undated 
8 560 H.3454  Tobacco Ads on Public Transportation undated 
8 561 H.3543  Housing Fund Trust undated 
8 562 H.4015  Auto Emissions Standards undated 
8 563 H.4074  Prohibiting Sexual Harassment undated 
8 564 H.4157  Amending House Rules on Committee Chairmen undated 
8 565 H.5393  Campaign Finance Law undated 
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8 566 H.5393  Tobacco Divestment Bill  1990 
8 567 S.200  Penalty for Sale of Cigarettes to Minors undated 
8 568 S.751  Aircraft Liens undated 
8 569 S.1004  Restrict Sale of Snub-Nosed Handguns undated 
8 570 S.1012  Fire Safety Standards, Cigarettes undated 
 
Series II. Committee on Energy, undated 
Scope and Content 
This series is comprised of House and Senate bills submitted by various members of the 
Committee. The detailed folder titles provide an excellent overview of the types of energy issues 
dealt with by the Committee. The files contain a limited amount of materials relating to the bills' 
submission and/or resubmission. 
Arrangement 
The filing arrangement is primarily numerical, with House and Senate bills often interfiled; 
Alexander’s filing arrangement was maintained. (Note: Bills that did not pass do not carry the 
same number from one session to the next.) 
 
Box # Folder # Bill # Title 
8 573 S.131  An act requiring the disclosure of certain information by 
petroleum companies doing business in the Commonwealth. 
Sen. Backman. 
8 574 S.132  Resolve providing for investigation and study by special 
commission relative to feasibility of constructing an off-shore 
liquefied natural gas terminal in the Commonwealth. Sen. 
Norton. 
8 575 S.133  An act to make the energy facilities siting council an 
independent agency, to increase the effectiveness of the 
council, and to provide a lead agency for licensing major energy 
facilities. Sen. Norton. 
8 576 S.134  An act to create a strategic petroleum reserve. Sen. Norton. 
8 577 S.135  An act providing for a consortium agreement among gas 
companies relative to availability and storage of gas. Sen. 
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Norton. 
8 578 S.137  An act to protect the public safety in the event of a nuclear 
power plant emergency. Sen. Reilly. 
8 579 S.868  An act further regulating the law relative to used beverage 
containers. Sen. Berry. 
8 580 S.867  An act further regulating the law relative to encouraging 
recycling of used beverage containers. Sen. Berry. 
8 581 S.1532  An act creating financial incentives for the construction and 
operation of cogeneration facilities and small power production 
facilities, and for industrial energy conservation. Sen. Brennan. 
8 582 S.1533  An act providing for the conversion of oil to coal by electric 
generating facilities. Sen. Maclean. 
8 583 S.2090  Order relative to the appointment of a joint special committee to 
make an investigation and study of the effects and use of waste 
products from burning or gasifying coal. Sen. Norton. 
8 584 S.2091  Order relative to establishing a special committee to make an 
investigation and study of the drilling and exploration by 
commercial interests of George's Bank. Sen. Norton. 
8 585 S.138  An act relative to municipal small power production facilities. 
Sen. Webber. 
8 586 S.2296  An act further regulating the conversion of oil to coal by electric 
generating facilities. Sen. Maclean. 
8 587 S.2325  An act to encourage the use of solid waste as a source of 
energy. Sen. Norton. 
8 588 S.2326  An act to encourage alternate sources of energy and decrease 
dependence on oil. Sen. Norton. 
8 589 S.360  An act to authorize conservation funding by the Municipal 
Wholesale Electric Company (MMWEC). 
8 590 H.101  Recommendations of the Executive Office of Energy Resources 
[EOER]. (House Bills 104, 105, 106, 107, & 108. ) 
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8 591 H.104  An act providing financing incentive for cogeneration, small 
power production facilities and industrial energy-conservation. 
8 592 H.105  An act providing for an exemption of certain cogenerators and 
small power producers from Dept. of P.U. jurisdiction. 
8 593 S.397  An act further regulating the law relative to used beverage 
containers and to encourage recycling thereof. Rep. Parente.  
8 594 H.599  An act providing for the exemption of certain cogeneration and 
small power producers from department of public utilities and 
energy facilities siting council jurisdiction and affording other 
incentives to the development of these resources. Rep. 
DeFilippi. 
8 595 H.766  An act providing financing and incentives for cogeneration, 
small power production facilities, and industrial energy-
conservation. Rep. Fiero.  
8 596 H.767  An act protecting solar energy access for owners of solar 
energy units. Rep. Fiero. 
8 597 H.768  An act further regulating the law relative to used beverage 
containers and to encourage recycling thereof. Rep. Grenier. 
8 598 H.979  An act providing for solar energy use in public buildings. Rep. 
Flood. 
8 599 H.1142  An act relative to the Massachusetts Residential Conservation 
Service. Rep. Lawrence. 
8 600 H.1143  An act further regulating the Massachusetts Residential 
Conservation Service. Rep. Lawrence. 
8 601 H.1144  An act concerning beverage container redemption centers. Rep. 
Vellucci. 
8 602 H.1346  An act providing financial incentives for cogeneration and small 
power production facilities. Rep. Healy. 
8 603 H.1347  An act modifying the alternative energy property program. Rep. 
Schur. 
8 604 H.2165  An act providing for the borrowing of money to construct power 
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lines for the purpose of bringing hydroelectric power from 
Canada into the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Rep. 
Cataldo. 
8 605 H.2166  An act providing for the borrowing of money to construct power 
lines for the purposes of bringing hydroelectric power from 
Canada into the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Rep. 
Freeman. 
8 606 H.2167  An act providing for a non-binding referendum question to be 
submitted to voters at the next biennial state election. Rep. 
Freeman.  
8 607 H.2168  An act to encourage the development of landfill methane gas 
recovery facilities. Rep. Freeman.  
8 608 H.2717  An act providing for a study of the potential for conservation and 
the development of renewable energy sources by MMWEC. 
Rep. Alexander. 
8 609 H.2921  An act relative to creation of a right to light, for solar energy 
devices. Rep. Gray. 
8 610 H.3286  An act to encourage economic development in the energy 
manufacturing sector by assisting businesses to create new job 
opportunities for residents of the Commonwealth. Rep. 
Beckwith.  
8 611 H.3287  An act to levy charges against operators of nuclear power 
plants for support of preparedness and response plans. Rep. 
Gallagher.  
8 612 H.3288  Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special 
commission relative to the use of inertial storage transmissions 
in certain vehicles. Rep. Switzer. 
8 613 H.3451  An act authorizing the banning of continuously burning pilot 
lights. Rep. Scaccia. 
8 614 H.3649  An act to provide financial incentives for the construction and 
operation of cogeneration and small power production facilities. 
Rep. Hodgkins. 
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8 615 H.3650  An act to create a low interest fund for the retrofit of oil burners. 
Rep. Serra. 
8 616 H.3651  An act protecting citizens of the Commonwealth from nuclear 
accidents. Rep. Serra. 
8 617 H.3652  An act relative to the labeling of electrical appliances with 
measures of energy use and efficiency. Rep. Serra. 
8 618 H.3653  An act to facilitate the development, installation and operation of 
solar energy systems. Rep. Serra. 
8 619 H.3857  An act terminating the Massachusetts Residential Conservation 
Service. Rep. Rohan. 
8 620 H.4233  An act exempting certain cogeneration facilities and small 
power production facilities from Department of Public Utilities 
and Energy Facilities Siting Council jurisdiction and providing 
other rapid development incentives. Rep. Beckwith. 
8 621 H.4603  An act requiring that the General Court be notified before any 
investigation of potential sites for radioactive waste storage 
repositories is conducted within the Commonwealth. Rep. 
Flaherty. 
8 622 H.4604  An act establishing a program to monitor nuclear activities. Rep. 
Flaherty. 
8 623 H.4605  An act mandating a moratorium on nuclear power plant 
construction until a safe method for the permanent disposal of 
radioactive waste is developed, tested and fully licensed. Rep. 
Flaherty. 
8 624 H.4606  An act providing for the establishment of an emergency 
conservation commission to evaluate, conserve, and develop 
energy resources. Rep. Flaherty. 
8 625 H.4607  An act authorizing the establishment of the Massachusetts 
Energy Conservation Authority. Rep. Flaherty. 
8 626 H.4832  Petition of the Mass. Building Trades Council, AFL-CIO and 
Angelo R. Cataldo for an investigation by a special commission 
relative to third party financing of energy conservation projects 
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at state-owned facilities.  
8 627 H.5662  (Communication from BOER re: energy patent regulations). 
Executive Office of Energy Resources.  
8 628 H.5693  An act concerning beverage container redemption centers. Rep. 
Cahoon. 
8 629 H.5694  An act providing for a capital outlay to reduce energy costs in 
public buildings of the Commonwealth. Rep_ Cataldo. 
8 630 H.5850  Communication from EOER re: Amended regulations governing 
the Commercial Conservation Service Program. Executive 
Office of Energy Resources. 
8 631 H.5913  An act authorizing the town of Easthampton to establish, install 
and construct a hydroelectric power generating facility. Rep. 
Carey.  
8 632 H.6001  Energy Committee Review of Amendments to Energy 
Conservation Service Regulations (850 CMR 4.00) 
8 633 H.6092  Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special 
commission relative to the use of inertial storage transmissions 
in certain vehicles. Rep. Switzler. 
8 634 H.6149  An act to provide incentives for cogeneration and small power-
production facilities and industrial energy conservation. 
Executive Office of Energy Resources. 
8 635 H.6321  An act providing for a capital outlay to reduce energy costs in 
public buildings of the Commonwealth. Rep. Cataldo. (see also 
H.5694) 
8 636 H.6347  An act modifying the "Bottle Bill", so-called. Rep. Rea. (see also 
H.5063) 
8 637 H.6468  An act providing for the geothermal use of local water supplies. 
Rep. Cataldo. (see also H.5443)  
8 638 H.6487  [Energy Committee Review of Energy Audit and Conservation 
Improvement Program Regulations.] Executive Office of Energy 
Resources. 
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8 639 H.6664  An act establishing the Massachusetts Energy Commission 
Authority. Sen. Norton. (see also S.136)  
8 640 H.6665  An act to authorize the Governor to respond to energy supply 
disruptions. Executive Office of Energy Resources. (see also 
H.I08) 
8 641 H.6667  An act protecting solar energy access for owners of solar 
energy units. Executive Office of Energy Resources. (see also 
H.I06) 
8 642 H.6683  An act to encourage the use of solid waste as a source of 
energy. Rep. Goyette. (see also H.4608) 
8 643 H.6883  An act relative to nuclear waste processing. Rep. Angelo. (see 
also H.2377) 
8 644 H.6883  Committee on Energy (Committee Notices) 
8 645 S.358  An act relative to encourage the recycling of beverage 
containers. Sen. Berry. 
8 646 S.361  An act to encourage the use of solid waste as a source of 
energy. Sen. Costello. 
8 647 S.363  An act to encourage alternate sources of energy and decrease 
dependence on oil. Sen. Norton. 
8 648 S.364  An act to encourage the use of solid waste as a source of 
energy. Sen. Norton. 
8 649 S.365  An act to further regulate used beverage containers and 
ensuring proper redemption thereof. Sen. Walsh. 
8 650 S.366  An act to further regulate used beverage containers and to 
encourage proper redemption thereof. Sen. Walsh. 
8 651 S.367  An act concerning small power production facilities. Sens. 
Costello & Webber.  
8 652 S.964  An act promoting the use of nuclear energy by authorizing local 
approval of emergency response plans. Sen. Costello. 
8 653 S.1645  An order relative to creating a joint special committee for the 
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purpose of making an investigation and study relative to the 
assessment of the potential for environmentally sound 
hydropower development. Sen. Costello. 
8 654 S.1752  An act to protect the public safety in the event of a nuclear 
power plant emergency.  
8 655 S.1752  Orders to Clerk.  
8 656 S.2114  [contents of this folder for H.5520] 
8 657 H.92  An act further streamlining hydropower licensing procedures. 
Executive Office of Energy Resources. 
8 658 H.93  An act establishing a coordinated licensing program for small 
power production facilities. Executive Office of Energy 
Resources. 
8 659 H.97  An act providing for an exemption of certain cogenerators and 
small power production from DPU jurisdiction. Executive Office 
of Energy Resources. 
8 660 H.94  An act promoting solar energy and protecting access to sunlight 
for solar energy systems. Executive Office of Energy 
Resources. 
8 661 H.98  An act to authorize the governor to respond to supply 
disruptions. Executive Office of Energy Resources. 
8 662 H.1467  An act relative to the Massachusetts Residential Conservation 
Service. Rep. Lawrence.  
8 663 H.1466  An act further regulating the Massachusetts Residential 
Conservation Service. Rep. Lawrence. 
8 664 H.1648  An act mandating a moratorium on nuclear power plant 
construction until a safe method for the permanent disposal of 
radioactive waste is developed, tested and fully licensed. Rep. 
Flaherty. 
8 665 H.1649  An act establishing a program to monitor nuclear activities. Rep. 
Flaherty. 
8 666 H.1650  An act to protect the public safety in the event of a nuclear 
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power plant emergency. Rep. Flaherty. 
8 667 H.1917  An act to protect the public safety in the event of a nuclear 
power plant emergency. Rep. Speliotis. 
8 668 H.2008  To provide information to consumers through the labeling of 
electrical appliances with appropriate measures of energy use 
and efficiency. Rep. Serra. 
8 669 H.2009  An act to create a low-interest loan fund for the retrofit of oil 
burners. Rep. Serra. 
8 670 H.2010  An act to facilitate the development, installation and operation of 
solar energy systems. Rep. Serra. 
8 671 S.2006  An act further defining nuclear power plant areas. Sen. Golden. 
8 672 H.2212  An act relative to defining the word "beverage" under the bottle 
bill, so-called. Rep. Vellucci. 
8 673 H.2213  An act relative to establishing beverage container redemption 
centers. Rep. Vellucci. 
8 674 H.2399  An act providing for the use of solid waste as a source of 
energy. Rep. Goyette. 
8 675 H.2770  Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special 
commission relative to the use of inertial storage transmissions 
in certain vehicles. Rep. Switzler. 
8 676 H.2970  An act to levy charges against operators of nuclear power 
plants within the commonwealth for the support of preparedness 
and response plans. Rep. Gallagher. 
8 677 H.3164  An act promoting solar energy and protecting access to sunlight 
for solar energy systems. Rep. Fiero. 
8 678 H.3165  An act mandating a moratorium on nuclear power plant 
construction until a safe method for the permanent disposal of 
radioactive waste is developed, tested and fully licensed. Rep. 
Serra. 
8 679 H.3337  An act providing for the borrowing of money to construct power 
lines for the purpose of bringing hydroelectric power from 
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Canada into the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Rep. 
Cataldo. 
8 680 H.3339  Resolve relative for an investigation and study by a special 
commission relative to developing a program of the third party 
financing of energy conservation projects at state owned 
facilities. Rep. Cataldo. 
8 681 H.3440  An act relative to creation of a right to light, for solar devices. 
Reps. Gray, Fiero, Tucker, Angelo. 
8 682 H.3503  An act relative to refundable crushed cans under the bottle bill, 
so-called. Rep. Alexander.  
8 683 H.3524  An act further streamlining hydropower licensing procedures. 
Rep. Alexander. 
8 684 H.3525  An act promoting solar energy and protecting access to sunlight 
for solar energy systems. Rep. Alexander. 
8 685 H.3526  An act providing for a study for the potential for conservation 
and the development of renewable energy sources by the 
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company. Rep. 
Alexander. 
8 686 H.3527  An act to levy charges against operators of nuclear power 
plants for support of preparedness and response plans. Rep. 
Magnani. 
8 687 H.3528  An act to protect the public safety in the event of a nuclear 
power plant emergency. Rep. Magnani.  
8 688 H.3700  An act relative to increasing the handling fees for recycling 
beverage containers. Rep. Angelo. 
8 689 H.4437  A resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special 
commission relative to developing a program of the third party 
financing of energy conservation projects at state-owned 
facilities. Rep. Moore. 
8 690 H.4904  An act abolishing the energy facilities siting council. Rep. 
Hornblower. 
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8 691 H.4905  An act that only state redemption centers be authorized to 
accept empty beverage containers and pay refunds to persons 
returning such containers. Rep. Paleologos. 
8 692 H.4906  An act relative to beverage container deposits. Rep. Vellucci. 
8 693 H.5250  An act authorizing the Department of Public Works to construct 
a fuel transfer pipeline. Rep. Cahoon. 
8 694 H.5251  An act establishing an energy conservation economic 
development program. Rep. Cohen. 
8 695 H.3337  An act providing for the borrowing of money to construct power 
lines for the purpose of bringing hydroelectric power from 
Canada into the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.  
8 696 H.3338  An act providing for the geothermal use of local water supplies. 
Rep. Cataldo. 
8 697 H.5252  An act providing for an exemption of certain cogenerators and 
small power producers from DPU jurisdiction. Rep. Fiero. 
8 698 H.5253  An act relative to bonus zoning for solar siting. Rep. Holland. 
8 699 H.5255  An act transferring the functions of the Executive Office of 
Energy Resources to the Executive Office of 
Communities/Development. Rep. Hornblower. 
8 700 H.5309  An act regulating the submission of radiological emergency 
response plans to the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
or Nuclear Energy Commission. Rep. Hildt et al. 
8 701 H.5684  A communication from the Secretary of the Executive Office of 
Energy Resources (under Section 12 of Chapter 25A of the 
General Laws) submitting proposed amendments to the 
regulations of the Commercial Conservation Service Program.  
8 702 H.5771  An act establishing a program to promote photovoltaic energy in 
the Commonwealth. Executive Office of Energy Resources.  
8 703 H.6106  An act to promote energy efficiency and energy conservation by 
establishing minimum energy efficiency standards for new 
appliances sold in the Commonwealth. Rep. Alexander et al. 
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9 704 H.6257 An act modifying the alternative energy property program. Rep. 
Schur. 
9 705 H.6289 [See S.1835 - An act promoting the conservation and wise use 
of energy. Sen. Costello.] 
9 706 H.6349 An act to set energy conservation standards for electric-
resistance heated homes. Rep. Durand. 
9 707 H.6696 An act further streamlining hydropower licensing procedures. 
Executive Office of Energy Resources. 
 
 
Series III. Pre-1985 Energy Subject Files, 1979-1986 
Scope and Content 
This series is comprised of background materials related to various energy topics Alexander was 
concerned with prior to his appointment as House Chairman of the Committee on Energy in 1985. 
Arrangement 
The files are arranged alphabetically according to Alexander’s naming system. 
 
Box # Folder # Folder Title Date 
9 708-710 Energy undated 
9 711 Administrative undated 
9 712 Alternative undated 
9 713 Budget 1986 
9 714-715 Coal undated 
9 716 Cogeneration undated 
9 717 Conservation undated 
9 718 Hydro undated 
9 719 Hydrogen undated 
9 720 Natural Gas undated 
9 721-722 Nuclear Power - Energy undated 
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9 723 Oil undated 
9 724 Oil Refinery for New England undated 
9 725 Radioactive Waste undated 
9 726 Energy Renewable undated 
9 727 Solar Energy (see also Solar Tax Credits) undated 
9 728 Synfuels undated 
9 729 Tidal undated 
9 730 Trash to Energy undated 
9 731 Wind undated 
9 732 Wood undated 
9 733 Electric Car undated 
9 734 Energy Facilities Siting Council undated 
9 735 Energy Development Caucus (EDC) 1979-1980 
9 736-739 EDC undated, 1981-1982 
9 740 Energy Facility Siting Council undated 
9 741 Energy Fluidized Bed Construction undated 
10 742 Energy Grant Programs undated 
10 743 Energy Reorg. Bill undated 
 
 
Series IV. General Subject Files, 1979-1990 
Scope and Content 
This series is comprised of Alexander's general administrative materials as well as background 
materials relating primarily to general legislation Alexander was involved in submitting. 
Arrangement 
The materials in this series are arranged alphabetically. Miscellaneous materials folders with 
alphabetical designations were established for those items which were difficult and/or confusing 
to otherwise categorize. These miscellaneous materials folders are filed at the beginning of each 
letter group. 
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Box # Folder # Folder Title Date 
10 744 "A" Misc. undated 
10 745 Abortion 1984 
10 746 Abortion [A] undated 
10 747-748 Abortion [B] undated 
10 749-750 Abortion [C] undated 
10 751 Acid Rain undated 
10 752 Aggregate PAC undated 
10 753-754 AIDS undated 
10 755-756 Alcohol - Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) undated 
10 757-759 Alcohol - FAS Research Materials undated 
10 760 Alcohol - Women, FAS undated 
10 761 Alcohol - Sign Lobbying undated 
10 762 Alcohol - Transportation Industry undated 
10 763 Alcohol - Warning Signs,  1990 
10 764 LRA - Bill Status  1983 
10 765 LRA - Chronology 1979-1981 
10 766 LRA - Filing Scheme for Office undated 
10 767-770 LRA - Legislation 1985, 1987 
10 771 LRA - Legislation List 1989 
11 772 LRA - Breezy Letters undated 
11 773 LRA - Form Letters, Phone Call Follow-up undated 
11 774 LRA - Constituent Letters, Tickle undated 
11 775 LRA - Form Letter, Welcome undated 
11 776 LRA - Press Releases undated 
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11 777 LRA - Refiles/New Bills  1990 
11 778 Arts/Arts Lottery undated 
11 779-780 Auto Insurance [A] undated 
11 781 Auto Insurance [B] undated 
11 782-783 Auto Insurance [C] undated 
11 784 "B" Misc. undated 
11 785 Balanced Budget undated 
11 786 Balanced Budget Amendment undated 
11 787-788 Banking undated 
11 789 Beverly-Salem Bridge Project undated 
11 790 Binding Arbitration undated 
11 791 Blue Cross undated 
11 792 Boston Bill [A] undated 
11 793-794 Boston Bill [B] undated 
11 795 Bottle Bill [A] 1982 
11 796 Bottle Bill [B] undated 
11 797 Bottle Bill [C] undated 
11 798-814 Budget 1980-1985 
12 815 Budget - Roll Call 1985 
12 816-839 Budget 1986-1991 
13 840 Budget - Outside Sections undated 
13 841 "C" Misc. undated 
14 842-843 Cable TV undated 
14 844 Cable Bill - S.1540, 1985 undated 
14 845 Cancer Cases, ca. 1986 undated 
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14 846 Capital Punishment undated 
14 847-848 Chapter 91 - Waterways Regulations undated 
14 849 Chapter 766 - Special Education [A] undated 
14 850 Chapter 766 - Special Education [B] undated 
14 851 Cherry Sheets 1990, 1989 
14 852 Child Welfare 1989 
14 853-855 Children undated 
14 856-858 Children's Issues undated 
14 859 Citizens for Participation in Political Action (CPPAX) 
- Newsletters 
undated 
14 860-864 Coal 1981-1982 
14 865-866 Coal Conversion - Dept. 1381[?] 1981 
15 867 Coal Conversion - Fly Ash undated 
15 868-870 Coal Problems  1982-1983 
15 871 Coastal Caucus [A] undated 
15 872 Coastal Caucus [B] undated 
15 873 Coastal Zone Management undated 
15 874 Condo Conversion undated 
15 875-876 Conferences 1985-1988 
15 877-888 Constituent Log Sheets 1981-1990 
15 889 Constitutional Convention undated 
16 890 County Government undated 
16 891 County Court House undated 
16 892 Crazies undated 
16 893 Credit Cards [A] undated 
16 894 Credit Cards [B] undated 
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16 895-896 Credit Cards - Bills undated 
16 897 Crime undated 
16 898 "D" Misc. undated 
16 899-900 Day Care undated 
16 901 Democratic Study Group (DSG) - Bulletins undated 
16 902 Dept. of Personnel Administration 1990 
16 903-904 Dept. of Social Services (DSS) undated 
16 905-906 Developmentally Disabled Amendment undated 
16 907 Divorce - Reduce Period undated 
16 908-909 Drinking Age Bill undated 
16 910-911 Drugs undated 
16 912 Drunk Driving [A] 1982-1983 
16 913-916 Drunk Driving [B] undated 
16-17 917-918 Drunk Driving [C] undated 
17 919 Dukakis Task Force undated 
17 920 "E" Misc. undated 
17 921-925 Education undated 
17 926 Education I undated 
17 927-930 Education II undated 
17 931-933 Education, Higher - Reorganization undated 
17 934 Elderly - Home Care undated 
17 935 Elderly - Hot Lunch Program undated 
17 936-939 Environment undated 
17 940 Environment, Prop. 65 - Other States undated 
18 941-942 Environment [A] undated 
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18 943-944 Environment [B] undated 
18 945 Environment [C] undated 
18 946 Environment [DJ undated 
18 947 Environmental Caucus undated 
18 948 Environmental Caucus - Administrative Penalties 
Bill 
undated 
18 949 Environment - Land Bank undated 
18 950 Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) undated 
18 951 Escheatage (Bottle/Container Deposits) undated 
18 952 Essex County undated 
18 953 Essex Street Bridge undated 
18 954 Ethics Reports undated 
18 955 "F" Misc. undated 
18 956 Families and Divorce undated 
18 957 Financial Aid undated 
18 958 Fishing undated 
18 959 Food Labeling Bill 1990 undated 
18 960 Food Labeling - Advocacy undated 
18 961 Foreign Affairs undated 
18 962 Fuel Adjustment undated 
18 963-964 Fuel Assistance undated 
18 965 Fuel Assistance - Elderly Poor undated 
18 966 Fuel Assistance 1988 
18 967 Fuel Oil - Bank Plans undated 
18 968 Future Leaders Essay Contest 1979 
18 969-970 Gambling [A] undated 
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19 971-972 Gambling [B] undated 
19 973 Gambling - Las Vegas Nights (Current File) undated 
19 974 [Gambling] Las Vegas Nights - Use for Debate undated 
19 975 [Gambling] Las Vegas Nights - Important undated 
19 976 Gambling - Las Vegas Nights undated 
19 977 Gambling - Las Vegas Nights Bill undated 
19 978 Gambling - Casino undated 
19 979 [Gambling] Casino Gambling Mar. 31, 1982 
19 980 Gasoline - Gasohol [A] undated 
19 981 Gasoline - Gasohol [B] undated 
19 982 Gasoline 1988 
19 983 Gasoline - Price Hearings undated 
19 984 Gasoline - Gas Tax undated 
19 985 Gasoline - Gas Shortage undated 
19 986-987 Gay Rights undated 
19 988 Georges Bank undated 
19 989 Gerry Island undated 
19 990 Government Regulations undated 
19 991 Graduation Letter undated 
19 992-994 Grants undated 
19 995-996 Gubernatorial Politics undated 
19-20 997-998 Gun Control undated 
20 999 "H" Misc. undated 
20 1000-1001 Handicapped undated 
20 1002 Hazardous Waste - My Budget Amendment 1985 
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20 1003-1006 Hazardous Water & Waste undated 
20 1007-1009 Health #1 undated 
20 1010-1014 Health #2 undated 
20 1015-1017 Health Care for All Bill undated 
20-21 1018-1020 Health Care for All undated 
21 1021 Hearing Schedules undated 
21 1022 Highways undated 
21 1023 Home Care undated 
21 1024 Home Knitting undated 
21 1025 Homeless undated 
21 1026 Hospitals undated 
21 1027 House Rules undated 
21 1028 Household Hazardous Waste undated 
21 1029-1034 Housing undated 
21 1035 Hynes Budget Group undated 
21 1036 "I" Misc. undated 
21 1037 Indoor Air Pollution Comm. Report undated 
21 1038 Insurance undated 
21 1039-1040 Interns undated 
21 1041-1042 Interstate Banking New Material undated 
21-22 1043-1069 Invitations 1980-1990 
23 1070 "J" Misc. undated 
23 1071-1074 Jewish Issues undated 
23 1075 Joint Rules undated 
23 1076 Judiciary Committee 1983 
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23 1077 Judiciary Committee Hearing 1984 
23 1078-1080 Judiciary [Committee] undated 
23 1081-1085 Key Votes 1981-1989 
23 1086 "L" Misc. undated 
23 1087-1088 Labor undated 
23 1089 Land Bank undated 
23 1090-1091 Land Banks undated 
23 1092 Lead Paint undated 
23 1093 Legislations, Status/Updates 1985 
23 1094 Legislative Aide 1983 
23 1095 Legislative Pay Raises undated 
23 1096 Legislative Pay Raise, Keep in Briefcase undated 
23-24 1097-1099 Legislative Pay Raise 1982, 1987-1989 
24 1100-1106 Legislative Session 1979-1990 
24 1107-1109 Letters Out-of-District undated 
24 1110 Libraries undated 
24 1111 Life Insurance - Interest Rates on Loans undated 
24 1112 Lobster Dispute 1982 
24 1113-1117 Lobster Trawling Pros and Cons 1979, 1983 
24 1118 Local Aid 1990 
24 1119-1020 Local Aid & Cherry Sheets 1989 
24 1121-1122 Local Aid 1988 
24 1123-1124 Local Aid/Cherry Sheets 1987 
24 1125 Local Aid 1986 
24 1126 Local Aid - How to Distribute undated 
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24 1127 Local Aid - Formulas undated 
24 1128 Local Aid - Repeal Cap/State Lottery Funds 1984 
25 1129 Lynn (Includes Lynnway Construction) undated 
25 1130 Lynn - Citizens Advisory Committee 1990 
25 1131 Lynn - Intersection Signals 1988 
25 1132 Lynn - Sewer Procedures 1989 
25 1133 [Greater] Lynn Senior Services undated 
25 1134 "M" Misc. undated 
25 1135 Malpractice Insurance undated 
25 1136 Marblehead - Abbot Public Library undated 
25 1137 Marblehead - Affordable Housing undated 
25 1138 Marblehead - Board of Public Health undated 
25 1139 Marblehead - Cable TV undated 
25 1140 Marblehead - Cherry Sheets undated 
25 1141 Marblehead - Cherry Sheet Figures [includes 
Swampscott] 
undated 
25 1142 Marblehead - Cherry Sheet Figures [includes 
Swampscott] 
1986 
25 1143 Marblehead - Community Counseling Center undated 
25 1144 Marblehead - Council on Aging undated 
25 1145 Marblehead - CZM Grant undated 
25 1146 Marblehead - Democratic Town Committee undated 
25 1147 Marblehead - Dredge Material undated 
25 1148 Marblehead - Elections undated 
25 1149 Marblehead - Fair Housing undated 
25 1150 Marblehead - Foul Area undated 
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25 1151 Marblehead - Gasoline Tank Removal undated 
25 1152 Marblehead - Gerald Rd. Landfill Problems undated 
25 1153 Marblehead - Growth Policy Committee undated 
25 1154 Marblehead - Harbor undated 
25 1155 Marblehead - High School undated 
25 1156 Marblehead - Highway Grant 1986 undated 
25 1157 Marblehead - Historical Society undated 
25 1158 Marblehead - Housing Authority undated 
25 1159 Marblehead - Housing Needs undated 
25 1160 Marblehead - Improvement Assoc. undated 
25 1161 Marblehead - Jewish-Christian Relations undated 
25 1162 Marblehead/Swampscott - Key Organizations undated 
25 1163 Marblehead - Land Acquisitions undated 
25 1164 Marblehead - Land Proposals undated 
25 1165 Marblehead - Libraries undated 
25 1166 Marblehead - Light Board undated 
25 1167 Marblehead - Lime St. Project undated 
25 1168 Marblehead - [General] undated 
25 1169 Marblehead - Mary Alley Hospital 1987 undated 
25 1170-1171 Marblehead - Mary Alley Hospital undated 
25 1172 Marblehead - Open Space Purchases undated 
25 1173 Marblehead - Planning Board (Zoning) undated 
25 1174 Marblehead - Post Office undated 
25 1175 Marblehead - Proposition 2-1/2 undated 
25 1176 Marblehead - Recycling undated 
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25 1177 Marblehead - Regional Transit undated 
25 1178 Marblehead - Road Improvement Project 1986 
25 1179 Marblehead - Roads undated 
25 1180 Marblehead - Selectmen undated 
25 1181 Marblehead - Solid Waste undated 
25 1182 Marblehead - 1979 Waterway Proposals undated 
25 1183 Marblehead - Task Force on the Elderly undated 
25 1184 Marblehead - Telephone undated 
25 1185 Marblehead - 350th undated 
25 1186 Marblehead - Town Meeting & Elections 1979 
25 1187 Marblehead - Special Town Meeting Sept., 1979 
25 1188 Marblehead - Town Meeting 1980 
25 1189 Marblehead - Town Meeting 1981 
25 1190 Marblehead - Town Meeting & Town Elections 1982 
25 1191 Marblehead - Town Meeting 1983 
25 1192 Marblehead - Town Meeting 1984 
25 1193 Marblehead - Town Meeting 1985 
25 1194 Marblehead - Town Meeting 1986 
25 1195 Marblehead - Town Meeting 1987-1989 
26 1196 Marblehead Unique Seaport Trust (MUST) undated 
26 1197 Marblehead Visiting Nurses Assoc., Inc. undated 
26 1198 Marine Transit undated 
26 1199-1201 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
(MBTA) 
undated, 1981 
26 1202 MBTA - Blue Line to Lynn undated 
26 1203 MBTA - Commuter Rail undated 
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26 1204 META - Cuts, Service undated 
26 1205 MBTA - RDC Caucus undated 
26 1206 MBTA - Fare Increase undated 
26 1207 MBTA - Management Rights undated 
26 1208 MBTA - Marblehead Assessment undated 
26 1209 MBTA - North Shore Transit Caucus undated 
26 1210 MBTA - Parking Fees undated 
26 1211-1212 MBTA Reorg. File undated 
26 1213 MBTA Reorganization Proposal undated 
26 1214 MBTA Salem Bus Routes undated 
26 1215 META - Wholesale Electric undated 
26 1216-1217 Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric 
Company (MMWEC) 
undated 
26 1218-1219 MMWRC [B] undated 
26 1220 MMWEC [C] undated 
26 1221 MMWEC [D] undated 
26 1222 MMWEC [E] undated 
26 1223 MMWEC - Bills 1989 
26 1224-1225 MMWEC - Bond Prospectus undated 
26 1226 MMWEC - DPU Decision: MMWEC Long-Term 
Financing 
Jan., 1987 
26 1227-1228 MMWEC - DSM Potential Assessment undated 
26 1229 MMWEC - (EOER) Reorganization Bill undated 
26 1230 MMWEC - Hydro undated 
27 1231 MMWEC - Intervention undated 
27 1232 MMWEC - Marblehead? undated 
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27 1233-1235 MMWEC - Seabrook 1983, 1986-1987 
27 1236 MMWEC - Standard Offer Contracts undated 
27 1237 MMWEC - Summary 1979 
27 1238-1239 Massbank - Before Taxation Committee 1984 
27 1240-1243 Massbank undated 
27 1244 Massport undated 
27 1245 Medicine undated 
27 1246-1248 Mental Health I undated 
27 1249-1251 Mental Health II undated 
28 1252-1254 Mental Health - Area Board undated 
28 1255-1257 Mental Health - Budget 1984-1985 
28 1258 Mental Health - Choice Program undated 
28 1259 Mental Health &: Retardation Association [ 1 of 3] undated 
28 1260 Mental Health &: Retardation Association [2 of 3] undated 
28 1261 Mental Health &: Retardation Association [3 of 3] undated 
28 1262 Metropolitan District Commission - Summer Jobs 1986-1988 
28 1263 Munroe, Donald undated 
28 1264 "N" Misc. undated 
28 1265-1266 No-Smoking undated 
28 1267 No Smoking Bills undated 
28 1268 Non-Energy Hearings undated 
28 1269 North Shore Chamber of Commerce undated 
28 1270 North Shore Community Action Programs undated 
28 1271-1272 North Shore Community College undated 
28 1273 North Shore Community College - Current undated 
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28 1274 North Shore Community College Merger 1990 
28 1275 North Shore Commuter Concerns undated 
28 1276 North Shore Commuter Rail undated 
28 1277-1278 [North Shore] Commuter Rail Concerns undated 
28 1279 North Shore Commuting Problems 1988 
28 1280 North Shore Economic Council undated 
28 1281 North Shore Elder Services undated 
28 1282 North Shore Energy Conference undated 
28 1283 North Shore Health Planning Council undated 
28 1284 North Shore Legislative Caucus undated 
28 1285 North Shore Regional Vocation School District undated 
28 1286 North Shore Subsidized Housing undated 
28-29 1287-1288 North Shore Transit Caucus undated 
29 1289 North Shore Transportation undated 
29 1290-1291 Nuclear Arms Freeze [A] undated 
29 1292-1293 Nuclear Arms Freeze [B] undated 
29 1294 Nursing undated 
29 1295 "O" Misc. undated 
29 1296 "P" Misc. undated 
29 1297 PAC GAP 1990 
29 1298-1299 Pensions [A] undated 
29 1300 Pensions [B] undated 
29 1301-1302 Pensions [C] undated 
29 1303 Pesticide Residue Bill 1990 
29 1304 Pesticides undated 
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29 1305 Photographs undated 
29 1306 Pound Seizure Law undated 
29 1307 Presumptive Sentencing undated 
29 1308-1310 Prisons undated 
29 1311-1313 Proposition 2 1/2 [A] undated 
29-30 1314-1315 Proposition 2 1/2 [B] undated 
30 1316 Proposition 2 1/2 Current File undated 
30 1317 Proposition 2 1/2 1980 
30 1318 Proposition 2 1/2 - Materials for speech vs. taxes undated 
30 1319 Proposition 2 1/2 - Most Recent File 1981 
30 1320 Prop. 65 - Mass Water Regs. undated 
30 1321 Prop. 65 - Melissa's handwritten notes undated 
30 1322 Public Health undated 
30 1323 Public Safety Issues (Police) undated 
30 1324-1326 Quincy Bay Reports undated 
30 1327 "R" Misc. undated 
30 1328 Radon Gas undated 
30 1329 Real Estate undated 
30 1330 Revenue Enforcement and Protection (R.E.A.P.) 
Program 
undated 
30 1331 R.E.A.P. Package undated 
30 1332 Recycling undated 
30 1333 Recycling Initiative Campaign undated 
30 1334 Redistricting undated 
30 1335 Residential Conservation Service undated 
30 1336-1339 Responses re: Toxic Waste Dump Bill 1985[?] 
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30 1340 Resumes undated 
30 1341 Rules Debate undated 
30 1342 Rules Reform [AJ undated 
30-31 1343-1345 Rules Reform [B] undated 
31 1346 Rules Reform [C] undated 
31 1347 Rules Reform [D] undated 
31 1348 Rules Reform [E] undated 
31 1349 Rules Reform [F] undated 
31 1350 Rules Reform [G] undated 
31 1351 Rules Reform 1981 
31 1352 Rules Reform - Referendum 1982 
31 1353 Rules Reform - New File 1979-1982 
31 1354-1355 Rules Reform - Coalition - Successful Fight 1983 
31 1356-1361 Rules Reform 1984-1989 
31 1362 Rules Reform - Gag Rule undated 
31 1363 "S" Misc. undated 
31 1364 Salem State College undated 
31 1365 Salem - Tidal Gates undated 
31 1366 Salem - Tidal Gates Bill undated 
31 1367-1372 Seabrook undated, 1979-
1987 
31 1372a Seabrook - Low Power Testing undated 
31 1372b Seatbelts [on school buses] undated 
31 1373 Sewers undated 
31 1374 Small Business undated 
31 1375-1376 Smoke Detectors undated 
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31 1377-1379 Solar Tax Credit 1979, 1981, 1986 
31 1380-1381 Solid Waste Disposal undated 
31 1382-1383 South Essex Sewerage District (SESD) [A] undated 
32 1384-1385 SESD [B] undated 
32 1386-1387 SESD [C] undated 
32 1388-1389 SESD [D] undated 
32 1390-1391 SESD [E] undated 
32 1392-1394 SESD [F] undated 
32 1395-1396 SESD [G] undated 
32 1397-1398 SESD [H] undated 
32 1399 SESD - Bill 1990 
32 1400 SESD - Outfall undated 
32 1401 SESD - Secondary Treatment undated 
32 1402 Soviet Jews [A] undated 
32 1403 Soviet Jews [B] undated 
32 1404 Soviet Jews [C] undated 
32 1405 Soviet Jews [D] undated 
32 1406 Special Commission Bills - Bldg. Contracts undated 
32 1407 Speeding Fines/Speed Limit undated 
32 1408 Staff Issues Caucus undated 
33 1409 State Facilities Authority - Key File undated 
33 1410 State Mandated Programs 1981 
33 1411 Sulfites undated 
33 1412 Sunset Laws undated 
33 1413 Surtax undated 
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33 1414 Swampscott - Algae Growth 1988 
33 1415 Swampscott - Blasting 1988 
33 1416 Swampscott - Cherry Sheets 1988 
33 1417 Swampscott - Church of the Holy Name 1990 
33 1418 Swampscott - EOER (Executive Office of Energy 
Resources) 
undated 
33 1419 Swampscott - Fish House 1983 
33 1420 Swampscott - Local Aid undated 
33 1421 Swampscott - No Smoking Laws undated 
33 1422 Swampscott - Paradise Road undated 
33 1423 Swampscott - Retarded Citizens Home undated 
33 1424 Swampscott - Sewer Project undated 
33 1425 Swampscott - Town Meeting 1990 
33 1426 Swampscott Train Station 1988 
33 1427 "T" Misc. undated 
33 1428-1429 Tax Cap - Active File 1979 
33 1430-1431 Tax Cap Material 1979 
33 1432 Tax Cap Options 1979 
33 1433 Tax Cut 1984 
No folder 1434 
33 1435 Tax Limitations [A] undated 
33 1436-1438 Taxation [B] undated 
33 1439 Taxation - Hearing; Corporate; Business Mar. 22, 1983 
33 1440-1442 Taxation Feb., 1984- 
April, 1984 
33 1443 Taxation - Cigarette Tax Law undated 
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33 1444-1445 Taxation - G. Cohen's Tax Proposal 1981 
33 1446 Taxation - Unitary Taxation undated 
34 1447 Taxbreaker undated 
34 1448-1449 Telephone undated 
34 1450-1354 Time Sheets 1985-1986 
34 1455-1459 Tire Reef undated, 1982-
1983 
34 1460 To Be Filed [Unidentified Unfiled Materials] undated 
34 1461 Tourism undated 
34 1462 Transportation undated 
34 1463 Transportation Bond undated 
34 1464 Trucks undated 
34 1465 Tuitions [Educational Loans] undated 
34 1466 Union Loophole undated 
34 1467 Univ. of Massachusetts undated 
34 1468 Utilities undated 
34 1469 "V" Misc. undated 
34 1470 Veterans undated 
34 1471 Voter Registration undated 
34 1472-1476 Water undated 
35 1477 Welfare [A] undated 
35 1478 Welfare [B] undated 
35 1479 Welfare [C] undated 
35 1480 Welfare [D] undated 
35 1481 Welfare Info undated 
35 1482 Wetlands undated 
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35 1483 Women's Issues undated 
35 1484 Workmen's Compensation undated 
35 1485 Year-End Spending Sprees undated 
35 1486 Zoning undated 
35 1487 Zoos undated 
 
Series V. Chairman's Committee on Energy, 1982-2000 
Scope and Content 
This series is comprised of background materials relating primarily to energy legislation. 
Arrangement 
The materials in this series are arranged alphabetically. 
 
Box # Folder # Folder Title Date 
35 1488 Boston Edison/NCR Meeting Nov. 24, 1986 
35 1489 Pilgrim - Restart Plan, Vol. 1 1987 
35 1490 Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Restart Plan, Vol. 2 1987 
35 1492 Emergency Planning for Response to an Accident at 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station 
1988 
35 1494 Energy Strategies for the Northeast 1987 
35 1495 Pilgrim Self-Assessment 1988 
35 1496 Acid Rain undated 
35 1497 Administrative 1986 
35 1498 Administrative 1987 
35 1499 Administrative 1989 
35 1500 Alcohol Fuels undated 
35 1501 L. R. Alexander Energy Testimony undated 
35 1502 L. R. Alexander 1990 
35 1503 L. R. Alexander Testimonies undated 
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35 1504 Alternative Energy Plants undated 
35 1505 Alternative Energy Property Program undated 
35 1506 Appliance Contracts undated 
35 1507-1508 Appliance Correspondence undated 
35 1509 Appliance Efficiency I undated 
35 1510 Appliance Efficiency II undated 
36 1511 Appliance Efficiency Hearing undated 
36 1512 Appliance Efficiency Standards [A] undated 
36 1513 Appliance Efficiency Standards [B] undated 
36 1514 Appliance Efficiency State Chart undated 
36 1515 Appliance Efficiency Statutes in Other States undated 
36 1516-1517 Appliance Efficiency Testimony undated 
36 1518 Appliance Legislation for Mass. undated 
36 1519 Appliance Notes/Misc. undated 
36 1520 Appliance Publicity undated 
36 1521 Appliance Research undated 
36 1522 Appliance Telephone Conversations & Meeting Notes undated 
36 1523 Appliances, EOER Report undated 
36 1524 Appliances, Federal Activity undated 
36 1525-1526 Appliances, Other States undated 
No folder 1527 
36 1528 Arms Control undated 
36 1529 Audits to 5520 undated 
36 1530 Bill Copies 1990 
36 1531 Bill Drafting undated 
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36 1532-1533 Bill Status 1985 
36 1534 Bill Status Reports undated 
36 1535 Bill Summaries undated 
36 1536 Bill Summaries 1986 
36 1537-1538 Bills & Jackets 1990 
36 1539 Bills Printouts 1989-1990 
36 1540 Bills Referred to Energy Committee 1988 
36 1541 Blueprint 2000 
36 1542 Blueprint 2000 Conference 1988 
36 1543 Bond Funds for Grants undated 
36 1544 Bonneville [Oregon] Power Admin. Testimony undated 
36 1545 Boston Edison, Misc. & Press Releases undated 
36 1546 Boston Edison Co. [BECO] undated 
36 1547 Boston Gas undated 
36 1548 Boston Gas, Lafut Proposal undated 
36 1549 Boston Gas, Shared Savings undated 
36 1550 Bottle Bill Amendments undated 
37 1551 Budget Breakdowns 1989 
37 1552 Budget, Energy Line Items undated 
37 1553 Building Code Revision undated 
37 1554 Bulletin of Committee Work undated 
37 1555 BRGP (Burner Replacement Grant Program) undated 
37 1556 C & LM Monitoring Project undated 
37 1557 California Standards undated 
37 1558 Charles Cary undated 
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37 1559 Central Air Conditioning undated 
37 1560 Citizens Conservation Corp. undated 
37 1561 Cogen [Cogeneration] undated 
37 1562 Cogen Bills undated 
37 1563 Cogen Coordinated Energy undated 
37 1564 Cogen Hearing Mar. 14, 1889 
37 1565 Cogen Hearing Apr. 10, 1990 
37 1566 Cogeneration, Misc. undated 
37 1567 Cogen Permitting undated 
37 1568 Cogen Prospects undated 
37 1569 Cogen Regulations (MEOER) undated 
37 1570 Cogeneration Retail Sales [A] undated 
37 1571 Cogeneration Retail Sales [B] undated 
37 1572 Cogen Retail Sales [C] undated 
37 1573 Cogen/Small Power [A] undated 
37 1574 Cogen/Small Power [B] undated 
37 1575 Cogen/Small Power [C] undated 
37 1576 Cogen, Summaries Apr. 4, 1885 
37 1577 Collaborative Memo May 19, 1989 
37 1578 Commercial Conservation Service undated 
37 1579 Committee Hearing Mar. 14, 1985 
37 1580 Committee Hearing Mar. 4, 1986 
37 1581 Committee Hearing [A] Mar. 6, 1986 
37 1582 Committee Hearing [B] Mar. 6, 1986  
37 1583 Committee Hearing Mar. 11, 1986 
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37 1584 Committee Hearing Mar. 13, 1986 
37 1585 Committee Hearing, Bottle Bill [A] Mar. 20, 1986 
37 1586 Committee Hearing[B] Mar. 20, 1986  
37 1587 Committee Hearing Mar. 27, 1986 
37 1588 Committee Hearing Apr. 3, 1986 
37 1589 Committee Hearing Apr. 10, 1986 
37 1590 Committee Hearing Apr. 22, 1986 
37 1591 Committee Hearing May 15, 1986 
37 1592 Committee Hearing Jun. 12, 1986 
37 1593 Committee Hearing Jun. 16, 1986 
37 1594 Committee Hearing Sep. 26, 1986 
37 1595 Committee Hearing Mar. 24, 1987 
37 1596 Committee Hearing, Cogen undated 
37 1597 Committee Hearing Apr. 12, 1988 
37 1598 Committee Hearing Apr. 11, 1989 
37 1599 Committee Hearing Jul. 20, 1990 
37 1600 Committee Referrals 1990 
37 1601 Committee Reports undated 
37 1602 Community Energy Plug undated 
37 1603 Congressional Testimony Mar. 31, 1887 
37 1604 Connecticut Residential Consv. Programs undated 
37 1605 Conservation Legislation 1986 
37 1606 Conservation, Misc. undated 
37 1607 Anna M. Corti undated 
37 1608 Council of State Governments undated 
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37 1609 Defense Waste undated 
38 1610 District Heating undated 
38 1611 DMC undated 
38 1612 Dept. of Public Utilities (DPU) undated 
38 1613 DPU 86-36-F undated 
38 1614 DPU 87-169 Brownout Case undated 
38 1615 DPU Order: Utility Bidding undated 
38 1616 DPU Orders/Decisions undated 
38 1617 DPU, Seabrook Decision undated 
38 1618-1619 Energy Conservation Service (ECS) Advisory Group undated 
38 1620 ECS Evaluation Subcommittee undated 
38 1621 ECS Evaluation Task Force undated 
38 1622 ECS Hearing Jun. 5, 1985 
38 1623 ECS, Misc. undated 
38 1624 ECS Regulations undated 
38 1625 ECS Regulations Revisions undated 
38 1626 EFSC Technical Session undated 
38 1627 Executive Office of Energy Resources Annual Reports 
(EOER) 
undated 
38 1628 EOER Bills 1988 
38 1629 EOER Budget 1988 
38 1630 EOER Legislation 1986 
38 1631 EOER Legislation 1987 
38 1632 EOER, Nick's Bills 1986 
38 1633 EOER Bills 1989 
38 1634 EOER 1989 
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38 1635 EOER Proposed Regulations undated 
38 1636 EOER PURPA undated 
38 1637 Quarterly Reports undated 
38 1638 EOER Reorg. Hearing Nov. 21, 1889 
38 1639 EOER Regulations Revisions undated 
38 1640 Edgar Station undated 
38 1641 Electricity Supply undated 
38 1642 Elec. Supply Hearing Jun., 1986 
38 1643 Energy Audit undated 
38 1644 Energy Committee (Administrative) 1985 
38 1645-1646 Energy Committee 1987-1988 
38 1647-1648 Energy Conservation undated 
39 1649 Energy Conservation Service undated 
39 1650 Energy "Corporation" undated 
39 1651 Energy Efficiency Hearing undated 
39 1652 Energy Efficiency Hearing Mar. 6, 1990 
39 1653 Energy Efficiency Hearing Apr. 7, 1988 
39 1654 Energy Efficiency Hearing May 9, 1988 
39 1655 Energy Efficiency, State Housing undated 
39 1656 Energy Efficient Lighting/State Bldgs. undated 
39 1657 Energy/Environment Working Group undated 
39 1658 Energy Legislation undated 
39 1659 Energy Log 1985 
39 1660 Energy Material [Hearings] 1985 
39 1661 Energy Office undated 
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39 1662 Energy Shortages Hearing undated 
39 1663 Energy Tax Credits undated 
39 1664 Evacuation Plans undated 
39 1665 Executive May, 1990 
39 1666 Executive Notes 1988 
39 1667 Executive Sessions 1988 
39 1668-1669 Favorable Bills undated 
39 1670 Fuel Assistance undated 
39 1671 Fuel Assistance (LIHEAP) undated 
39 1672 Fuel Assistance Fact Sheet 1988 
39 1673 Fuel Savings Achieved by Mass. Low Income 
Weatherization Programs 
undated 
39 1674 Gas Pipeline undated 
39 1675-1676 Gasoline Price Investigation 1989 
39 1677 Georges Bank, Offshore Drilling undated 
39 1678 Geothermal Heat Pumps undated 
39 1679 Government Regulations undated 
39 1680 Greenhouse Bill undated 
39 1681 Greenhouse [Bill] Contact [List] undated 
39 1682 Greenhouse Costs undated 
39 1683 Greenhouse Readings undated 
39 1684 Groundwater undated 
39 1685 H.512, Con undated 
39 1686 H.512, Pro undated 
39 1687 H.5520, Active 1986 
39 1688 Energy Hearing Rules undated 
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39 1689 Hearing Schedules undated 
39 1690 Hearings (Misc.) undated 
39 1691 Heat undated 
39 1692 High Level Waste undated 
39 1693 High Level Waste Disposal, S.1662 undated 
39 1694 Home Heating Oil Congo Hearing 1990 
39-40 1695-1697 Home Heating Oil Price Hearing 1990 undated 
40 1698 Energy Hook-Up Fee undated 
40 1699 Indoor Air Quality undated 
40 1700 Innovative Energy Mgmt. Financing Options undated 
40 1701 [Insulated Wiring, Nuclear Etc. - Kapton] undated 
40 1702 Intent Bills undated 
40 1703 Iowa undated 
40 1704 JCRC Meeting undated 
40 1705 JK Bills 1990 
40 1706 JK Bills: Notes and Versions 1990 
40 1707 Joint Committee on Energy Jun. 3, 1985 
40 1708 Lamp Efficiency Standards undated 
40 1709 Least Cost Planning undated 
40 1710 Least Cost Planning Bill 1988 
40 1711 Legislative Recommendations 1989 
40 1712 Let's Talk undated 
40 1713 Letters Out undated 
40 1714-1717 Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program 
(LIHEAP) 
1988-1989 
40 1718 LIHEAP Advisory Committee undated 
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40 1719 Low-Level Waste (LLW) - Active undated 
40 1720 LLW, Survey of Generators 1982 
40 1721 LLW 1984 
40 1722 LLW Act undated 
40 1723-1727 LLW undated 
40 1728-1729 LLW, Radioactive undated 
40 1730 Lynn Public Schools undated 
40 1731 MHFA undated 
40 1732 Mass. Law Reform ENERGY NETWORK Newsletter undated 
40 1733 Masspirg Recycling Referendum undated 
40 1734 Mass. Save undated 
41 1735 Memos, Incoming undated 
41 1736 Methanol/Yankee Energy undated 
41 1737 Misc. undated 
41 1738 Misc. Correspondence undated 
41 1739 MNRC, Dukakis undated 
41 1740 Multi-Family Energy Conservation undated 
41 1741 Energy Multi-Family Weatherization Program undated 
41 1742 Muni Light Wheeling Requirements undated 
41 1743 Natural Gas, General undated 
41 1744-1746 New England Energy Policy Council undated, 1989 
41 1747 NEES DSM undated 
41 1748 NEETF Meeting May 15, 1990 
41 1749 New England Energy Task Force undated 
41 1750 NEPOOL Reports undated 
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41 1751 N.E. Electric undated 
41 1752 N.E. Governors' Conference - Power Planning 
Committee 
undated 
41 1753 New Legislation 1986 
41 1754 New Nuclear Safety Office undated 
41 1755-1756 Nick's Bills 1988-1989 
41 1757 NOFA Bills undated 
41 1758 Non-Committee Bills 1989 
41 1759 Non-Committee Energy [Bills] 1988 
41 1760 Nuclear Bills Hearing 1988 
41 1761 Nuclear Economics undated 
41 1762 Nuclear, General undated 
41 1763 Nuclear Inspector undated 
41 1764 Nuclear Licensing Reform undated 
41 1765 Nuclear Monitoring undated 
41 1766 Nuclear Omni undated 
41 1767 Nuclear Power Plant Workers 1989 
41 1768 NRC Risk Goals undated 
41 1769 Ocean Dumping/Nuclear Waste undated 
41 1770 Oil Import Fee undated 
41 1771 Oil Prices Hearing Feb. 27, 1988 
41 1772 Old Versions of 512 undated 
41 1773 Omni 1990 
41 1774 Overcharge undated 
41 1775 Personnel Documents undated 
41 1776 Phantom Taxes undated 
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41 1777 Photovoltaic undated 
41 1778 Energy Pilgrim Evacuation Plan undated 
41 1779 Pilgrim Evacuation Time Estimate undated 
41 1780-1781 Pilgrim Joint Committee undated 
41 1782 Pilgrim Nuclear Plant undated 
41 1783 Pilgrim Restart Hearing undated 
41 1784 Pilgrim Redux undated 
41 1785 Pilgrim Safety Hearing Dec. 17, 1886 
41 1786 Pilgrim II Cancellation undated 
41 1787 Procedures for Reviewing Regulations undated 
42 1788 Program Summary undated 
42 1789 Quincy Shipyard undated 
42 1790 Radiation Protection 1990 
42 1791 Radwaste Operator undated 
42 1792 Radwaste Transport undated 
42 1793 Refrigerators/Freezers undated 
42 1794 Regulations Amendments undated 
42 1795 Resumes & Applications, Staff undated 
42 1796 Safety Disclosure Bill undated 
42 1797 Seabrook? undated 
42 1798 Seabrook Start-Down undated 
42 1799 Seabrook Notes? undated 
42 1800 Seasonal Storage, Solar undated 
42 1801 Secretary Resumes undated 
42 1802 Shared Savings undated 
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42 1803 Shared Savings "Dispute" undated 
42 1804 Shop Lights Bill 1988 
42 1805 Siting Criteria, LLW undated 
42 1806 Six Pack Rings undated 
42 1807 Solar Energy undated 
42 1808 Solar Heat Storage undated 
42 1809 Solar Packets undated 
42 1810 Solar Product Warranty undated 
42 1811 Solar Tax Credit undated 
42 1812 Solid Waste Legislation 1987 
42 1813 Solidarity Jobs Bill undated 
42 1814 Staff Meeting Notes undated 
42 1815 Street Lighting undated 
42 1816 Subscriptions undated 
42 1817 Sustainable Committee undated 
42 1818 Task & Projects List 1988 
42 1819 Tax Credits undated 
42 1820 Utility Conservation Programs undated 
42 1821 Utility Rebate Programs undated 
42 1822 WAP, Fiscal Year 1987 
42 1823 Waste Water Treatment undated 
42 1824 Weatherize Boston undated 
42 1825 WMECO Rate Hike undated 
 
 
